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SiMOR: Single Moving Object Recognition
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Abstract. Automatic moving object detection and tracking is very important task in video
surveillance applications. In the present work the well known background subtraction
model and use of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) have been used to implement a ro-
bust automated single object tracking system. In this implementation, background sub-
traction on subtracting consecutive frame-by-frame basis for moving object detection is
done. Once the object has been detected it is tracked by employing an efficient GMM
technique. After successful completion of tracking, moving object recognition of those
objects using well known Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which is used for ex-
tracting features and Manhattan based distance metric is used for subsequent classification
purpose. The system is capable of handling entry and exit of an object. Such a tracking
system is cost effective and can be used as an automated video conferencing system and
also has applications like human tracking, vehicles monitoring, and event recognition for
video surveillance. The proposed algorithm was tested on standard database on complex
environments and the results were satisfactory.

Keywords. Object detection, tracking and recognition, Gaussian mixture model, PCA,
surveillance, video conferencing system.
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1 Introduction

Moving Object detection and tracking are becoming increasingly recognized as
important capabilities in any vision System designed to operate in an uncontrolled
environment. Tracking objects can be complex [10] due to loss of information
caused by projection of the 3D world on a 2D image, noise in images, complex
object motion, non rigid or articulated nature of objects [8], partial and full ob-
ject occlusions, complex object shapes, scene illumination changes, and real-time
processing requirements. Tracking is made simple by imposing constraints on the
motion and/or appearance of objects. In our application the number of constraints
on the motion and appearance of the object is minimized. The only constraint on
the motion of the object is that it should not make sudden change in the direction
of motion while moving out of the viewing range of the camera. Unlike other
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algorithms [4] the present algorithm is capable of handling the entry and exit of
an object. Also, unlike [4, 8], no color information is required for tracking an ob-
ject. There is no major constraint on the appearance of the object though an object
which is a little brighter than the background gives better tracking results. Such
a tracking system is cost effective and can be used as an automated video confer-
encing system, and where there is single entry and exit of single moving Vehicles
in Commercial Super Malls, Super Markets in the parking zone etc. and also has
application as a surveillance tool.

As per the literature survey, many of these algorithms are susceptible to both
global and local illumination changes such as shadows and highlights. This will
cause the consequent processes of tracking, recognition, and also affect the accu-
racy and efficiency of the moving object. This problem is the underlying motiva-
tion of proposed work. A robust and efficiently computed background subtraction
algorithm that is able to cope with the local illumination change problems, such as
shadows and highlights, as well as the global illumination changes is considered.

Much research work into moving object recognition has been previously pre-
sented. In [3], a Gramian determinant-based method was proposed to detect mov-
ing objects between multiple images and to detect changes between color images
or any type of multi-spectral images. In [6], a moving object detection method
was proposed using global motion estimation and edge information, where the
final objects are extracted by combining the contours and moving regions from
motion detection. In [2], a method based on background subtraction was proposed
to recognize abnormal human behavior in public areas using segmentation of mov-
ing objects in real time from images acquired by a fixed color video camera. In
[Huawei et al., 2005], a system for moving object detection and shadow extermi-
nation by building an adaptive background model was described. In [5], a method
for detecting poorly visible moving objects in bad weather was proposed, and was
based on measuring a variation on a cross correlation between a short accumulated
histogram and along accumulated histogram of detected objects.

In this paper, a novel algorithm for detecting moving objects from a static back-
ground scene that contains shading and different illumination is proposed. The
proposed method introduces a new Background Subtraction model that helps to
detect moving objects from the ordinary background or moving foreground ob-
jects. Next, another algorithm is proposed for tracking moving objects in the scene.
The proposed method is restricted to indoor and outdoor environments with static
background, and the algorithm works fairly well on real image sequences of out-
door scenes. Finally recognizing objects has been done using well known subspace
method for extracting feature and nearest neighbor classifier is used for subsequent
recognition purpose. This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 discusses about
background subtraction process for detecting, GMM for tracking and recognition
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of moving object. Section 3 discusses the result and discussion. Finally conclu-
sions are drawn at the end.

2 Proposed Method

In this section, the concept of background subtraction, Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are briefly discussed.

2.1 Background Subtraction Process

To achieve moving object detection, there are many methods or models which are
widely used by researchers. In which, most widely used is background subtrac-
tion method. Background subtraction model works efficiently due to surveillance
cameras which are fixed and these are monitored toward a fixed direction. The pro-
cess involves by taking the difference between the consecutive frames. The output
obtained using the background subtraction model will contain only the moving ob-
ject without any background, where subtraction value is compared with threshold
which is empirically fixed. Figure 1 shows the object detection after background
subtraction and it is noticed that the frame contains unwanted.

2.2 Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) based Approach

GMM is a simple linear superposition of Gaussian components, aimed at providing
a richer class of density than a single Gaussian [1]. The formulation of Gaussian
mixtures will provide us with a deeper insight into this important distribution and

 

Figure 1. Object detection after background subtraction process with noise.
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Figure 2. Resultant frame after applying median filter.

will serve to motivate the expectation-maximization algorithm. A distribution can
be written as a linear superposition of Gaussian in the form:

P.x/ D

KX

kD1

�k�.x=�k; †k/ (1)

which is called a mixture-of-Gaussians, where �.x=�k; †k/ is the multivariate
Gaussian Distribution of the form:

�.x=�k; †k/ D
1

.2�/D=2j†j1=2
e�1=2.x��k/

T†�1
k
.x��k/

: (2)

Each Gaussian density �.x=�k; †k/ is called a component of the mixture and has
its own mean �k and covariance †k . The parameter �k in Equation (1) is called
mixing coefficient. If we integrate both sides of Equation (1) w.r.t x, both P.x/
and the individual Gaussian components are normalized, we obtain

PK
kD1 �k D 1.

Also, the requirement that P.x/ � 0, together with �.x=�k; †k/ � 0, implies
�k � 0 8k. Combining this with Equation (1) we obtain 0 � �k � 1.

From the sum and product rules, the marginal density is given by

P.x/ D

KX

kD1

P.x/P.x=K/ (3)

which is equivalent to Equation (1) in which we can view �k D P.k/ as the
prior probability of picking the kth component, and the density �.x=�k; †k/ D
P.x=K/ as the probability of x conditioned on k.
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From Bayes’ theorem the posterior probabilitiesP.K=x/, which are also known
as responsibilities, are given by:

�.Zk/ � P.K=x/ (4)

D
P.x/P.x=K/P
l P.l/P.x=l/

(5)

D
�k�.x=�k; †k/P
l �.x=�l ; †l/

(6)

The form of the Gaussian mixture distribution is governed by the parameters
�;� and †, where we have used the notation � � �1; �2; �3; : : : ; �K , � �
�1; �2; �3; : : : ; �K and † � †1; †2; †3; : : : ; †K . We now adapt an iterative
algorithm, known as Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, to estimate the
values of †;� and � . We first choose some initial values for these parameters
by running K-means clustering algorithm. Then we alternate between two steps
known as Expectation (E) Step and the Maximization (M) step to update the values
of these parameters until convergence criteria is reached. The EM algorithm for
GMM2 can be summarized as follows:

Algorithm for EM:

1. Initialize the parameters �k; †k and �k by running K-means clustering al-
gorithm and Evaluate the log of the likelihood function using Equation (7)

2. E Step Evaluate the responsibilities using Equation (6) with current parame-
ter values.

3. M Step Re-estimate the parameters using the current responsibilities:

�new
k D

1

N

NX

nD1

�.Znk/un
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k D

1

N

NX

nD1

�.Znk/.A/.A/
T
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k D
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N
:
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Figure 3. Illustration of Gaussian Mixture Models for Input image sequence of Fig-
ure 2.

4. Evaluate the log likelihood:

lnP.X=�;†; �/ D
NX

nD1

KX

kD1

�k�.xn=�k; †k/ (7)

and check for convergence of log likelihood. If the convergence criterion is
not Satisfied iterate from step 2.

Using the obtained means of k clusters �k , 8k D 1; : : : ; K, only 2 mixtures of
Gaussians in order to track the object is used. Figure 3 depicts the mean points
obtained for the input image sequence using mixture-of-Gaussians. In order to
take the positional information of the moving object, the average of two mean
points obtained from mixture model is computed. This information is then used to
track (rectangle) the moving object.

2.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

The main objective of subspace based approach is to project the data of objects
onto a dimensionally reduced space where the actual recognition will be carried
out. Turk and Pentland in 1991 first explored the (PCA) [9] for face recognition
and used the PCA projected components as the features. More formally, it can be
shown as follows: Let there beN object images (A1; A2; : : : ; AN ) constituting the
training set denoted by m by n matrices. Now the average matrix A of all training
samples has to be calculated and then subtracted from the original objects Ai and
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the result is stored in ˆi :

A D
1

N

NX

iD1

Ai (8)

ˆi D Ai ; : : : ; A: (9)

In the next step, the covariance matrix C is calculated as follows:

C D
1

N

NX

iD1

ˆiˆ
T
i : (10)

Now the eigenvalues �i (i D 1; : : : ; s) and the corresponding eigenvectors Ui
(i D 1; : : : ; s) are calculated. Out of s eigenvectors, d of them corresponding to
largest eigenvalues are used for feature extraction. The higher the eigenvalue, the
more characteristic features of an object does the particular eigenvector describe.
Finally, feature extraction is done as follows:

F k D U T .Ak � A/ 8k D 1; : : : ; N: (11)

Given a test object image I , use Equation (5) to get the feature matrixF D U T�I ,
then a nearest neighbor classifier can be used for subsequent classification. In this
work a well known Manhattan distance metric is used for classification purpose
and it is defined as: dist.F; Fk/ D kF � Fkk.

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, the proposed method with a dataset containing seven standard
benchmark suites of indoor and outdoor video sequences is experimentally eval-
uated. We also created our own dataset under different environmental conditions.
All our experiments are carried out on a PC machine with P IV, 2.0 GHz CPU and
1 GB RAM memory under Matlab 7.0 platform.

Information about the above said dataset is depicted in Figure 4. The sequences
reported in Figure 4, where both indoor and outdoor sequences are present are used
in our proposed experiment study. The sample video sequences show an intensity
at brighter light conditions, terrace video sequence was recorded in clouding con-
ditions which show at very low light condition and corridor video sequence was
recorded in two different light conditions. The campus sequence is a noisy se-
quence from outdoor campus site where vehicles and students are walking around
the campus. The two indoor sequences report two laboratory rooms in two differ-
ent perspectives and light conditions. In the laboratory sequence, besides walking
people, movement of chair is also considered.
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Figure 4. Information about the dataset.

Figure 5. Video under different lighting condition.

Figure 6. Video under occlusion.
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Figure 7. Video under shadow and occlusion.

Figure 8. With noisy environment.

Figure 9. Cloudy environment.

Figure 10. Noisy and complex background.

Figure 11. Occlusion in indoor environment.
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Figure 12. Recognizing object as pedestrian.

Figure 13. Recognizing object as pedestrian.
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Figure 14. Recognizing object as car.

Figure 15. Recognizing object as car.
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Figures 5 to 11 show the single object tracking under different environmental
conditions obtained from the proposed method. From the figures it is ascertained
that the proposed method based on GMM performs well under the conditions given
above. The main advantage of the proposed method is it clusters the exact moving
object even if there is some noise in the image sequence (refer Figure 3). For
recognition purpose, we considered two main objects, one is pediatrician and car.
We trained varying number of images considering pediatrician and car and for
testing purpose, real time video was considered. Figures 12 to 15 show the result
of recognizing individual objects. From the results it was clear that performance
of the system was satisfactory under real time complex video.

4 Conclusions

A robust and efficient automated single object recognition system is presented.
The proposed method is based on the concept of GMM for tracking and PCA
for recognition. First background subtraction method is applied for detecting the
moving object and then GMM features are used for tracking the objects. The
algorithm has experimentally shown to be quite accurate and effective in detecting
a single moving object even under bad lighting conditions or occlusions or shadow
regions. The system was tested on different standard dataset and demonstrated
the effectiveness of the algorithm. Finally recognition of object is also carried
using well known PCA technique and performance of the system was satisfactory.
Future work focuses on tracking multiple objects at the same time as well as on
improving tracker accuracy during camera motion.
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